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What's going well? Current or future bene�ts? Future developments or aspirations?
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Learning walks to monitor teaching and
learning of Computing within the school.

Children are aware how to use google
classroom and are able to use some
features of it for homework.

Creating a display for Safer Internet Day so
we have some computing up in the school

The children are really enthusiastic about computing, we
recently had a new computing suite brought in so hopefully this
makes the lessons more engaging for them. (Technology was a
big issue in our school previously!)

We've made effective use of blogs for residential school trips.
Sharing what goes on and authentic application of online safety
concepts.

Create a folder within the shared area with
assessment samples.

I've created a new system for saving and
assessing learning and I feel as though it's
going well!

Recently we had an inspection and it was
made clear that Computing must be taught
regularly as e.g. science. So more teachers
are now putting effort to teach it.

Offer one to one support to teachers and
Staff meeting

We have very nearly completed setting up a new set of iPads
which I'm excited for the school to start using.

Creating knowledge organisers for each
topic and year group has increased my
subject knowledge

Children are engaged with tech especially after COVID, very
interested in tech based learning and activities

Internet safety day-whole school off
timetable different activities

Test message
Testing for session later

Optional: Type a Subject (Above the
Hexagons)

Click on the plus (bottom right)
Share your thoughts below the hexagons.
Highlight text to format it, including adding bullet points!
Drag a comment down or to the right if there's no room.
Zoom out with your browser to see more comments!
"Like" other people's thoughts if you share them!
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